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Introduction

 Students have not had the opportunity to diagram sentences in classrooms for several 
years. Diagraming sentences is a process that helps students to see how the parts of speech 
go together to make a complete sentence and to see what might be missing from the sentence. 
This is extremely helpful to those who are visual learners.
 Diagraming sentences helps students work through a sentence when something doesn’t 
sound right or look right. By creating a diagram, students are able to picture how the sentence 
is written.
 This book starts from the beginning of sentence diagraming and shows the student how 
to diagram simple sentences with just a subject and a verb. It then progresses through adjec-
tives and adverbs, all the way to compound sentences. There are explanations of how to draw 
the diagram for each part of speech and sentences to practice the skills. There are reviews after 
several lessons, which may be used as quizzes or tests.
 This book is intended to offer both teachers and parents the opportunity to help the stu-
dent improve his or her ability to diagram sentences. The pages may be copied so the student 
can keep them in a binder to use as a resource.
 Teachers may use these activities when teaching vocabulary to the whole class as part 
of a writing workshop. They may also use these activities with students as remedial exercises.
 Each unit can be used in order, or the units can be used in isolation.
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Diagraming Subjects and Predicates

 When diagraming sentences, the horizontal line under the subject and predicate is called 
the base line. The subject is written on the left side of the base line, and the predicate is on the 
right side of the base line. A vertical dividing line that crosses the base line is drawn between 
the subject and verb. Punctuation is not used in a sentence diagram.

      Michael ate.   Fish swim.

  subject       verb  Michael      ate  Fish   swim
   

 Compound subjects are both written on the left side of the base line. The conjunction 
that connects the two subjects is written on a dotted line between the two subject lines.

        Paul and Bill play.

  subject     Paul
         verb         play
  subject     Bill

 Compound verbs are both written on the right side of the base line. The conjunction that 
connects the two verbs is written on a dotted line between the two verb lines.

        Beth reads and writes.

         verb       reads
  subject     Beth
         verb       writes

 Sentences with compound subjects and compound verbs have the subjects written on 
two lines on the left side of the base line, and the verbs are written on two lines on the right 
side of the base line. The conjunction that connects the two subjects is written on a dotted line 
between the two subjects, and the conjunction that connects the two verbs is written on a dot-
ted line between the two verbs.

       Andrew and Troy worked and played.

 subject         verb   Andrew       worked

 subject         verb   Troy        played

 When the subject is understood, as in commands, it is written on the left side of the base 
line in parentheses.

        Sit!

  (understood subject) verb  (you)    Sit

co
nj

an
d

conj

and

conjco
nj

andan
d

Diagraming Subjects and Predicates
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Name:  Date: 

Diagraming Subjects and Predicates: Practice Activity 1

  1. Grass grows.

  2. Dogs play.

  3. Cats and kittens purr.

  4. John and I raced.

Diagraming Subjects and Predicates

  5. Jeff laughed and chuckled.

  6. Caroline wrote and drew.

  7. Jeff and Marie sing and dance.

  8. Connor and Kelsey tried but lost.

Directions: Diagram the following sen-
tences in the space provided. Use the 
correct form. An example is given.

Jeff

laughed

chuckled

and
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Name:  Date: 

Diagraming Subjects and Predicates: Practice Activity 2

  1. Emily and Erica dance and sing.

  2. Jamal skates.

  3. Alexis, Pam, and Li sang.

  4. Charles and William will work.

Diagraming Subjects and Predicates

Directions: Diagram the following sen-
tences in the space provided. Use the 
correct form. An example is given.

  5. She and I draw and paint.

  6. Mother washes and dries.

  7. Elena will dance.

  8. Tigger jumped and slid.

Charles

William an
d will work
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Diagraming Adjectives, Adverbs, Direct Objects, Indirect Objects

 When diagraming sentences, the adjective is written on a line under the word the adjec-
tive modifies. Articles are written on a line under the word to which they refer.

  subject verb    Tall Benjamin ran.

        Benjamin ran

        The big yellow cat ate the dry food.

  subject        verb direct object   cat  ate food

 When diagraming sentences, the adverb is written on a line under the word the adverb 
modifies.

  subject  verb    Phillip runs quickly.

        Phillip     runs

  subject  verb    Phillip runs very quickly.

        Phillip       runs

 Compound adverbs are written under the word they modify, and the conjunction is written 
on a dotted line connecting them.

     Caroline walked quickly but quietly.

     Caroline walked

adverbadverb

adverb

quicklyvery

The
big

yellow
the

dryadjective

adjective

adjective

adjective

adjective

adjective Tall

quietly

quickly

but

quickly

Diagraming Adjectives, Adverbs, Direct Objects, Indirect Objects
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 When diagraming sentences, the direct object is written on the base line to the right of 
the verb. The dividing line does not cross the base line.

        Brandon ate the brownies.

  subject     verb     direct object  Brandon ate brownies

 Compound direct objects are written on the base line to the right of the verb. Each direct 
object is written on its own line connected to each other by the conjunction, which is written on 
a dotted line.

         direct object       Brandon ate the brownies and the cookies.
 subject     verb     
         direct object      brownies
        Brandon ate

            cookies

 When diagraming sentences, the indirect object is written on a line under the verb.

        Ronnie handed the dog the treat.
  subject      verb direct object 
        Ronnie     handed treat
         indirect object  
          

 Compound indirect objects are written under the verb on two lines connected by the 
conjunction on a dotted line.

             Mrs. Walsh gave Carol and Bill a chocolate cookie.
 subject     verb     direct object
       Mrs. Walsh   gave          cookie
          indirect object
                  Carol
         indirect object
                   Bill

Diagraming Adjectives, Adverbs, Direct Objects, 
Indirect Objects (cont.)

and

the

the

conj

the
the

and

a chocolate

conj

Diagraming Adjectives, Adverbs, Direct Objects, Indirect Objects

the

dog

Teacher Note: Prepositional phrases, predicate nominatives, and predicate adjectives are used in some 
of the following exercises. You may want students to review the material on prepositional phrases on page 
16 before beginning this section. Predicate nominatives and predicate adjectives are on page 26.
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Name:  Date: 

Diagraming Adjectives: Practice Activity

  1. Joseph ate an apple.

  2. Kelsey rode the blue merry-go-round 
horse.

  3. Sonja held my orange cat.

  4. Hold the green water pitcher.

Diagraming Adjectives

Directions: Diagram the following sen-
tences in the space provided. Use the 
correct form. An example is given.

  5. The beautiful white swans floated.

  6. Randy owns a blue and white 
 skateboard.

  7. Did you eat the chocolate cake?

  8. Dirty water filled the swimming pool.

Joseph        ate        apple
an
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Name:  Date: 

Diagraming Adverbs: Practice Activity

  1. Every student read quietly.

  2. The sailboat glided very slowly.

  3. We drank the milkshake noisily.

  4. Jan and Karen ran outside.

Diagraming Adverbs

Directions: Diagram the following sen-
tences in the space provided. Use the 
correct form. An example is given.

  5. Josh and Ben worked quickly.

  6. Be very careful.

  7. Susan very quietly left the room.

  8. Did you open the box carefully?

sailboat        glided
The

very

slowly
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Name:  Date: 

Diagraming Subjects, Predicates, Adjectives, 
Adverbs: Review Activity 1

  1. Randy and Paul ate a huge dinner.

  2. The big brown dog ran and jumped.

  3. Karen really likes Lisa’s sweater.

  4. Todd and Curt painted the race car purple.

Diagraming Subjects, Predicates, Adjectives, Adverbs

Directions: Diagram the following sen-
tences in the space provided. Use the 
correct form. An example is given.

  5. I quickly finished the essay question.

  6. Did you open the door cautiously?

  7. Yesterday we won our baseball game.

 

  8. I happily ate the last chocolate chip 
 cookie.

I        finished        question
quickly

the essay
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Name:  Date: 

Diagraming Subjects, Predicates, Adjectives, 
Adverbs: Review Activity 2

  1. The angry cat howled at the back door.

  2. Jennifer and Katie sorted and tied the 
 recycled newspapers.

  3. Beth talks loudly.

  4. Please turn the pages carefully.

Diagraming Subjects, Predicates, Adjectives, Adverbs

Directions: Diagram the following sen-
tences in the space provided. Use the 
correct form. An example is given.

  5. Louis won the speaking contest last 
 year.

  6. Andrew and Carlos were absent 
 yesterday and today.

  7. Would you ask for help?

  8. My sister and I share a small room.

you        Would ask
for help




